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Families that Inject COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines
Together Have Heart Attacks, Blood Clots, Develop
Turbo Cancer and Die Suddenly Together
30 families since May 2023!
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Dec. 4, 2023 – 36 year old adult film star Sophie Anderson died suddenly on Dec. 4, 2023.
Two weeks earlier, her husband Premier League professional soccer player Oliver Spedding
died suddenly on Nov. 17, 2023.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/william-makis
https://makismd.substack.com/p/summer-of-died-suddenly-families?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1385328&post_id=139744532&utm_campaign=email-post-title&isFreemail=false&r=1ifz5&utm_medium=email
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Nov.  26,  2023 –  CANADA,  Montreal,  QC –  Two sisters  diagnosed with  same cancer  –
osteosarcoma. They have a genetic mutation of p53 – but does that place both of them at
higher risk of developing COVID-19 Vaccine Induced Turbo cancer? Should people with these
genetic susceptibilities have avoided mRNA Vaccines?
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Nov. 18, 2023 – FIVE SIBLINGS DEAD – 48 year old Christine Chrissy Brandt died suddenly on
Nov. 18, 2023. All  5 siblings are dead (sisters Pam, Yvonne, step-sister Renee, brother
Teddy). Her sister Pam (Pamela Zieler) died Dec. 1, 2022.

https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/legacyremembers/pamela-zieler-obituary?id=52811830
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Oct. 18, 2023 – Paula Denton, Albert Johnson and Letha Knox are three family members all
of whom died suddenly within the past few months.
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Oct. 1, 2023 – 57 year old Red Sox baseball pitcher Tim Wakefield died this morning on Oct.
1, 2023. I reported he had aggressive brain cancer and his wife has aggressive pancreatic
cancer!
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Sep.  15,  2023  –  YOUNG COUPLE  WITH  TURBO CANCER  –  In  Feb.  2023,  Shane  Gray
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developed testicular cancer that spread to lymph nodes. In June 2023, his wife Morgan was
diagnosed with triple negative breast cancer.

Sep. 5, 2023 – Los Angeles, CA – Teacher Karyn Newbill Helmig was diagnosed with ovarian
cancer in the form of 5 malignant tumors in her abdomen. Her husband 53 year old Shawn
Helmig died unexpectedly of a pulmonary embolism in Nov. 9, 2022.
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Aug. 29, 2023 – Temple Hill, KY – Nurse Velvet Scott died suddenly on Aug. 29, 2023. She
rushed to get her 1st COVID-19 Vaccine on Dec. 23, 2020. Her brother died a few moths
prior and her other brother just had surgery for prostate cancer. Three siblings, two dead,
one with cancer within a few months.
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Aug. 19, 2023 – Halifax, MA – William Roche and his wife Tracy Roche have both come down
with cancer. Tracy was diagnosed with breast cancer last year and this spring William was
diagnosed with tonsil/neck/throat cancer.

https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-billy-and-his-family-fight-cancer
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Aug. 14, 2023 – Melbourne, Australia – Danny Norman and Stacey Singles lost their baby
boy Cooper at 2 weeks old on May 23, 2023. Just 2 months later, on August 13, 2023, while
on vacation in Bali, Stacey Singles collapsed and died suddenly. “My beautiful wife Stacey
passed away and is now with our beautiful boy Cooper in heaven”

Click here to read the full article.

* 

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

https://makismd.substack.com/p/summer-of-died-suddenly-families?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1385328&post_id=139744532&utm_campaign=email-post-title&isFreemail=false&r=1ifz5&utm_medium=email
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Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications.
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”

Reviews

This is an in-depth resource of great interest if it is the wider perspective you are motivated
to understand a little better, the author is very knowledgeable about geopolitics and this
comes out in the way Covid is contextualized. —Dr. Mike Yeadon

In  this  war  against  humanity  in  which  we  find  ourselves,  in  this  singular,  irregular  and
massive assault against liberty and the goodness of people, Chossudovsky’s book is a rock
upon which to sustain our fight. –Dr. Emanuel Garcia

In  fifteen  concise  science-based  chapters,  Michel  traces  the  false  covid  pandemic,
explaining how a PCR test, producing up to 97% proven false positives, combined with a
relentless 24/7 fear campaign, was able to create a worldwide panic-laden “plandemic”; that
this  plandemic  would  never  have  been  possible  without  the  infamous  DNA-modifying
Polymerase Chain Reaction test  –  which to this  day is  being pushed on a majority  of
innocent people who have no clue. His conclusions are evidenced by renown scientists.
—Peter Koenig 
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Professor Chossudovsky exposes the truth that “there is no causal relationship between the
virus  and  economic  variables.”  In  other  words,  it  was  not  COVID-19  but,  rather,  the
deliberate implementation of the illogical, scientifically baseless lockdowns that caused the
shutdown of the global economy. –David Skripac

A reading of  Chossudovsky’s book provides a comprehensive lesson in how there is a global
coup d’état under way called “The Great Reset” that if not resisted and defeated by freedom
loving people everywhere will result in a dystopian future not yet imagined. Pass on this free
gift  from Professor  Chossudovsky  before  it’s  too  late.   You  will  not  find  so  much  valuable
information and analysis in one place. –Edward Curtin

ISBN: 978-0-9879389-3-0,  Year: 2022,  PDF Ebook,  Pages: 164, 15 Chapters

Price: $11.50 FREE COPY! Click here (docsend) and download.

We encourage you to support the eBook project by making a donation through Global
Research’s DonorBox “Worldwide Corona Crisis” Campaign Page. 
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